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alnaelva

i don't see the sea from where i live

Bodil Furu
Alnaelva

Kunsthall Oslo is pleased to invite you to the opening of Alnaelva, a new two-part documentary film project by the artist
Bodil Furu.
Friday 17th August 7pm

Alnaelva I is a large-scale film and audio installation structured around a series of field recordings made along the river
Alna from Ammerud to the Oslofjord. Its richly-detailed, monumental cinematic scenes and precisely captured location
sound bring an intense and poetic attention to parts of the city which pass mostly unseen and unremarked. Alnaelva II is
a documentary that follows seven different figures - a city planner, a sociologist, a landscape architect, an engineer, a
property developer, a local historian and a spokesman for the Friends of the river - as they offer contrasting views of the
river's significance and future role. Like characters in a courtroom drama they each present their case, a patchwork of
views that is as fragmented as the contested landscape itself.

The Alna valley plays a key role in the official redevelopment plans for Oslo's industrial east, and the river itself is
claimed by many different parties. Furu's decision to show the landscape in two very different cinematic languages
mirrors the way in which competing visions for the development of the river represent conflicting interests and
ideologies. There are disagreements over what the river means, who the river serves, what is natural to the river, what is
true to the river's history, what is best for the river. Is the water a natural habitat to be conserved or an amenity to be
developed? Should public regeneration be planned to benefit private developers? To the planners, the Alna appears as a
talismanic force through which the landscape will potentially be transformed, and at the same time as a proxy for the
people themselves, who must be dredged and filtered and pumped into new channels, before their lives will sparkle.

Bodil Furu (born 1976) was educated at the Oslo National Academy of Art. She has shown video works in exhibitions and
film festivals in Europe, Africa, Asia and the USA, including at MoMA, NY; the 10th Istanbul Biennial; the 4th Ars Baltica
triennial; the 2007 Busan biennial; the Beijing Contemporary Art Museum; Kunsthalle Budapest and Johannesburg Art
Gallery. Her most recent solo exhibition was at Tromsø Kunstforening in January 2012, and her last film Fjell som faller
[Mountains That Fall] premiered at the Tromsø Film Festival 2012.

 

The Oslo Project
March 23rd - October 28th, 2012

Kunsthall Oslo has invited artists to investigate the city of Oslo and present their results to the public over a seven-month
series of exhibitions, talks and events. With a central focus on the material reality of the city and on the present day, the
artists' projects explore many sides of city life: aesthetics, ideology, architecture, economics, social relations, history,
politics, conflict, everyday life and personal experience.

Events in the city project programme (further projects, talks and events are to be announced):

March 23rd-April 3rd: View from Ekeberg
Curated by Harald Østgaard Lund
Opening Friday March 23rd, 19.00
Performance on the opening night by Abdulrahman Surizehi and Anne Hytta.

events

Sunday 19th August
On the occasion of the exhibition
Alnaelva, Bodil Furu and Kunsthall
Oslo invite you for a guided walk
along the River Alna.

Meet at 12.00 on Sunday 19th
August at Kunsthall Oslo,
Trelastgata 3, next to platform 19
of Oslo central station.

A chartered bus will take us to the
Alnabru Terminal and then we
follow the river on foot as it
threads its way back into the city
through the urban landscape of
Oslo's eastern valley. The tour will
cover 6.5km and take around 3
hours, ending in Kværnerdalen
where the river goes underground
and we return to Oslo S by Bus 70
from Kværner (or T-Bane from
Ensjø or tram from Munkegata, or
on foot, as you prefer).

Our tour guides will be Vidar
Berget and Karsten Sølve Nilsen
from the Friends of the River Alna.
Wear walking shoes and bring a
packed lunch.

The tour is free. Please sign up by
sending an email to
pergunnar@kunsthalloslo.no.

High and Low
August 3rd and 4th
Performances from 7pm. Free.

High and Low is a festival of
improvised music curated by Guro
S. Moe and Jon Wesseltoft. Now in
its third year, it is taking place at
Kunsthall Oslo for the first time
this summer. The programme
brings together new constellations
of musicians who come from very
different backgrounds, but have in
common a sense of curiosity and
an experimental approach to
sound.

Friday 3rd August from 7pm

Viviana Vega/Agnes Hvizdalek –
Drums meet voice.
John Hegre – Noisemaker from
Bergen.
Espen Ursin/Fredrik Ness
Sevendal – Viola and guitar
meltdown.
DOGUN - Psychedelic noise. Dag
Erik Knedal Andersen/Guro S
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The opening exhibition of the Oslo project presents the view from Ekeberg, a hill to the south-east of the city, and the
viewpoint from which Edvard Munch painted 'The Scream'. The exhibition offers a double history, both of the physical
development of the city and of the development of specific ways of seeing and representing it.

April 2nd 19.00: Romanes language symposium
The Norwegian Roma Embassy, Tullinløkka.
Authors Linda Gabrielsen and Hanne Ramsdal (Norwegian - Romanes phrasebook),
Steffan Palleson (Swedish - Romanes dictionary), Jamanda Jansen.

The Norwegian Roma Embassy is a temporary cultural house at Tullinløkka in Oslo. The embassy will serve as a site for
cultural events in the period 25 March to the International Roma Day on April 8th. The project is initiated by the architect
group FFB.
For further information see www.dennorskeromambassade.tumblr.com

April 4-7, 14–15.30: Romanes writing workshop
Linda Gabrielsen and Hanne Ramsdal are arranging a series of writing workshops for children, both Norwegian- and
Romanes-speaking, and working towards the publication of a Norsk-Romanes phrasebook. Contact
oslo@kunsthalloslo.no for more information.

April 10th-27th: Atelier Populaire Oslo / Palestinerleir
On the initiative of the artist Andrea Lange, Kunsthall Oslo will operate as a workshop and forum for public discussion,
artistic production, research and activism in relation to the situation of 'paperless' people in Norway. The workshop is
organised in cooperation with the members of the Palestina camp in Oslo, Johanna Zwaig and Marius von der Fehr. Over
fifty artists, writers, activists and experts will contribute to a series of talks and events, and the workshop will be open to
the public throughout its duration.

April 12th: What is a monument? - a panel discussion at The National Museum of Art, Architecture and Design.
New date to be announced.
The Museum of Contemporary Art continues its series of afternoon panel discussions, this time with the collaboration of
Kunsthall Oslo. Time to be announced.

May 4th - 20th: Steinar Haga Kristensen
Fortvilelser i leire (Despair in Clay)
Opening Friday May 4th, 19.00
Steinar Hagen Kristensen's exhibition "Fortvilelser i Leire" centres on the manipulation of twenty-five tons of raw clay,
excavated from the very foundations of central Oslo.

May 25th - June 10th: Harald Østgaard Lund
Veikrysset i Gamlebyen
Opening Friday May 25th, 19.00
A presentation of footage from Harald Østgaard Lund's lost film Veikrysset i Gamlebyen, a film essay about Oslo, using
the Gamlebyen crossroads as a starting point to explore geographical, social and cultural intersections in the city.

June 15th - July 8th: Ane Hjort Guttu
Byens lys
Opening Friday June 15th, 19.00
Ane Hjort Guttu's exhibition raises the question of the ownership of light in the late-capitalist metropolis. The exhibition
looks at the link between the sun and the privileged classes, and at how poverty, both symbolically and in real terms is
associated with darkness.
Hjort Guttu has also curated a parallel exhibition presenting a selection of French graphic artist Gustave Dore's
illustrations for the Harper's Magazine articles London - A Pilgrimage from 1872.

August 17th-26th: Bodil Furu
Alnaelva
Two films by Bodil Furu. Presented at Kunsthall Oslo and elsewhere in the city.
The Alna river is given great importance by city planners, politicians and local activists. The river is a key element in the
development of Groruddalen, Oslo's eastern valley and site of the city's major social housing schemes. In two films, we
follow the river's journey from Lillomarka via Groruddalen to its outlet to the fjord in Bjørvika. In one film, we see the
river without commentary, in the other we hear the voices of those involved in the administration of its development.
Political visions for different areas are presented, as well as already completed decisions. How many roles can a river play
beyond just being a river?

August 31st - September 16th: Jon Benjamin Tallerås
Gaps and Spaces
The work of Jon Benjamin Lund Tallerås describes a close relationship to the fabric of urban space, exploring hidden or
forbidden areas of the city, using found materials to create sculpture and making transient performances that claim the
accidental gaps and spaces formed on the margins of functional architecture. Among other works, Tallerås will present a
publication documenting a series of 'Street Sculptures' realised in collaboration with Ruben Steinum.

September 28th - October 29th
Arbeiderbilder
The Oslo Project's concluding exhibition looks at how the representation and reality of work in the city has changed over
the past century, from heroic social democratic images of working class participation in the creation of modern Oslo to
the unseen labour that supports the increasingly post-industrial city today. An exhibition of rarely-seen historical
artworks will be accompanied by a series of contemporary commissions, talks, screenings and publications.

September
Betryggende bilder
Presentasjon by Marius Grønning in collaboration with Helle Waahlberg. Date to be announced.
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Moe/Jon Wesseltoft.

Saturday 4th August from 7pm

kÖöK + Astrid Groseth – Guitar
vs. dance.
Dag Stiberg/Kristoffer
Alberts/Jørgen Mathisen –
Saxmomentum.
Håvard Skaset – Solo guitar.
Tony Blomdahl/Harald
Fetveit/Kjetil Hanssen – Noise
trio.

 

Tegneklubben at Oslo S

June 21st - August 15th 2012

From June 21st artworks by the
Oslo-based group Tegneklubben
(The Drawing Club) will infiltrate
Oslo's Central Station.

Tegneklubben will temporarily
rebrand the station with a new
logo on the façade and a
banner-sized drawing over the
southern entrance. Inside, you can
pick up the latest edition of the
free Tegneklubben newspaper to
read on your journey, or see
hundreds of their surreal, funny
and occasionally deadly serious
drawings on three screens on the
station concourse. And if you want
to find out more about them, you
can visit their booth inside the
station.

Tegneklubben is an artists' group
comprising of Bjørn Bjarre, Ulf
Carlsson, Paul Dring, Terje
Nicolaisen and Martin Skauen. You
can find more information at
tegneklubben.org Rom for kunst
(Space for Art), is a public art
initiative run by Rom Eiendom AS.

Rom for kunst at Oslo Central
Station was started in 2001, with
the intention of offering a positive
experience to the many visitors to
the station. From 2012, Hovind og
Kunsthall Oslo are the new
commissioners for Rom for kunst.

The sound and image of the city
where you live
Workshop with visual artist Eline
Mugaas and musician Dan Ola
Persson - a collaboration between
Kunsthall Oslo and Oslo Music and
Culture School. For children and
youth between 10-16 years old.
Further information at
www.oslokulturskole.no

Kunsthall Oslo Trelastgata 3 0191 Oslo info@kunsthalloslo.no
Join our mailing list
About this site
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